
  YCQJ7 series
Motor Protective Controller

IEC 60947-4-1



1. It is strictly prohibited to install the product in an environment 
containing flammable and explosive gases, damp condensation, 
and to operate the product with wet hands;
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Safety Warning

2. During product operation, it is strictly prohibited to touch the 
conductive parts of the product;

5. Sufficient space and safe distance should be reserved around 
the installation of 5 products;

3. When installing, maintaining, and maintaining products, it is 
necessary to ensure that the power supply line is cut off;

4. Children are strictly prohibited from playing with products or 
packaging;

11. products, please strictly follow the wiring diagram for correct 
wiring.

6.  Do not install in areas where gas media can corrode metals and 
damage insulation;

7.  When installing and using the 7 products, standard wires must 
be used and a power and load that meet the requirements must be 
connected;

8. After dismantling the packaging, the product should be checked 
for any damage and the integrity of the items should be checked;

9. The controller should be stored, installed, and used according 
to the rated control power supply voltage and specified conditions 
indicated in the manual;

10. products must be installed and maintained by personnel with 
professional qualifications, otherwise there is a risk of electric 
shock;



YCQJ7 series motor protective controller (hereinafter referred to as the controller)
is mainly applied in the circuit with AC frequency of 50Hz/60Hz,rated operating 

voltage 380V and rated control power supply up to 18.5kW (current up to 38A) to 

 control the direct start and stop of water pumps or motors. It can protect the 
 motor from overload and loss of phase, and can also realize the automatic control 
of liguidlevel in civil water towers, water reservoirs and etc. This product is not applicable
for liquid level control of oil, purified water, flammable and explosive chemical 

liquid,corrosive liquid and sewage with high density.

RH shall not exceed 50% when maximum temperature 
is +40℃;in case of lower temperature, higher RH is allowed. 
Measures should be taken against occasional condensation due 
to temperature change.

Ambient temp: -5℃~+40℃; average value within 24h not 
exceeding +35℃; altitude not exceeding 2,000m.

Table 2  Product Specifications and Main Technical Parameters

Model

Current setting 
range(A)

Installation method

Setting method

Display method

Protection function

YCQJ7-W YCQJ7

Equipment type

knob

Indicator light

Protection of overload, loss of phase

0.72~2.4 3.5~11 10~16 20~38 0.72~2.4 3.5~11 10~16 20~38
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Table 1  Ambient Conditions

General

Operating conditions
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Table 3 Main Circuit and Auxiliary Circuit Technical Parameters

NO. Product Model

Rated insulation voltage (V)

Rated control supply voltage Us 
(V), frequency(Hz)

Allowable fluctuation range of rated 
control power supply voltage

Rated impulse withstand 
voltage Uimp (kV)

Rated conditional short-circuit
current(kA)

 Max rated 
power(kW)

   Operation 
   frequency
(times / hour)

Conventional thermal current(A)

SPCD type

SPCD model

 YCQJ7-W
0.72A~2.4A
    YCQJ7
0.72A~2.4A

 YCQJ7-W
 3.5A~11A
    YCQJ7
 3.5A~11A

 YCQJ7-W
  10A~16A
    YCQJ7
  10A~16A

 YCQJ7-W
  20A~25A
    YCQJ7
  20A~25A

 YCQJ7-W
  30A~38A
    YCQJ7
  30A~38A

Notes:YCQJ7 is not equipped with YCL8-01 liquid level relay.

CJX2s-12 CJX2s-12 CJX2s-18 CJX2s-25

9

18.5

38

CJX2s-38

NT00-50

JD-8  0.5A~5A JD-8  2A~20AJD-8  2A~20A JD-8  20A~80A JD-8  20A~80A

Turns ratio

Protection degree 
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2.3  Structural features

        
 contactor, JD-8 integrated motor controller and YCL8-01 liquid level relay. The incoming and       
 outgoing lines of the controller use the knock-out type wiring holes. Users can selectively      
 knock out the four knock-out holes according to the wiring needs  and connect wires.The         
 enclosure and the base of the controller can be completely separated,which is very convenient        
 for the installation and maintenance;the button uses the micro switch assembly to realize the        

  start and stop of the controller, which is safe and reliable.

       The controller adopts the enclosure protection structure and is composed of CJX2s AC   
 

2.3  Working Principle

       The user needs to connect the three electrode lines El, E2 and E3 of the liquidlevel relay
        in the controller, and install them in the controlled pool according to the high, medium and low

       positions. If the water level in the pool is below E3, press the start button to pull in the AC contactor  
     in the controller to drive the water pumpmotor to start pumping, the "pumping" indicator on the 

     controller panel will be on until the water level in the pool reaches the position El, the "water is full" 

     indicator on the controller panel will be on, and the water pump will stop pumping. User can also 

     press the stop button to stop the machine during the pumping process; if the water level in the 

  pool is below the position El, but not below the position E2, the controller cannot be started until

 it is below the position E2.The controller is equipped with a JD-8 integrated motor controller, 

 which can protect the motor from phase loss, overload and other faults. After installation, 

user needs to set the current of the integrated motor controller.  
 

2.2 Reset characteristic
The controller is reset automatically.

of
balanced three phase load, please refer to Table 4.
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3.2 Wiring diagram of YCQJ7-W controller: see Figure 2 and Figure 3; 
wiring diagram of YCQJ7: see Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 2 Wiring Diagram of YCQJ7-W Controller when the Control 
Circuit and Main Circuit Voltages are both AC380V

12

CMinMax

YCL8-01
YCL8-01

3.1 Overall and mounting dimensions:see figure 1,unit:mm 

Figure 1 Overall and Mounting Dimensions of the Controller 



CMinMax

YCL8-01

Figure 3 Wiring Diagram of YCQJ7-W Controller when the Control 
      Circuit Voltage is 380V and the Main circuit Voltage is 220V

Figure 4 Wiring Diagram of YCQJ7 Controller when the Control 
Circuit and Main Circuit  Voltages are both AC380V
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Figure 5 Wiring Diagram of YCQJ7 Controller when the Control 
Circuit and Main Circuit  Voltages are both AC220V

be insts Max, Min and C of the liquid level relay in the controller

should
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Figure 6 One pass through the
for currents above 3A

Figure 7 Multiple passes through 
the core for currents below 3A 
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Whether the main
current is no current
or too small
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